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Material Synthesis

a scene with metals and 
minerals, translucent,
glittery and glassy materials

more than a hundred synthesized 
materials and objects for the 
vegetation of the planet



Manual Material Synthesis is Labor-intensive

Many parameters to tune.It might be a well fit for an expert, but ...

From Authors Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FzVhIV_t3s



Stage 1: A User Scores a Gallery

From Authors Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FzVhIV_t3s

Cons: It is hard for a user to assign dense scores to every candidates with high accuracy
Improvement: Let the user just perform binary selections (select or not)



Stage 2: Recommendations are Generated



Stage 3: Fine-searching in Latent Space

Cons: While GP-based methods are good in sample efficiency, the time complexity is high
Improvement: Adopt recent manifold learning (dimensionality reduction) techniques (e.g., GAN)



Latent Space Exploration

Low-dimensional latent space (m=2), with color 
representing score. GPLVM (Gaussian Process Latent 
Variable Model)

A few tens of high-scoring materials from the 
gallery are embedded into the low-dimensional 
latent space.



GPR family requires kernel, and it is expensive

Joint distribution over scores

Conditional distribution over scores given observations

test input
observations

Kernel function,

Kernel matrix



Parametric vs. Non-parametric

# observations is quite small (= # material-score pairs labeled by the user), which is

in the order of a few of tens.

'Let the data speaks'
: new prediction is 
highly affected by the 
past observations

Data is absobed into the
weights: new prediction
is affected by the estimated
parameter. It requires many
samples for an accurate
parameter estimation

Parametric Model Non-parametric Model



The Component of Interest

1. GPR is used to learn the user-specified 
material preferences
2. The system recommends new materials with 
visualization

3. Optionally, GPLVM can be used to provide an 
intuitive 2D space for variant generation.



https://www.slideshare.net/ssuser06e0c5/anomaly-detection-with-gans



Goal of the Project

Chart

1. Find (learn) a meaningful manifold
2. FInd (learn) a mapping between the 
lowdimensional chart and the manifold



Manifold Learning



Slides from Lei Yu, Binghamton University
http://www.cs.binghamton.edu/~lyu/SDM07/DR-SDM07.pdf















https://ralfbanisch.wordpress.com/2016/03/22/research-perspectives/

Intrinsic Geometrical Property











https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/1203714/manifold-learning-how-should-this-method-be-interpreted

More formally,



Goodfellow, Ian; Pouget-Abadie, Jean; Mirza, Mehdi; Xu, Bing; Warde-Farley, David; Ozair, Sherjil; 

Courville, Aaron; Bengio, Yoshua (2014). "Generative Adversarial Networks".

https://akshaynathr.wordpress.com/2018/01/02/gan-generative-adversarial-network/

Generative Adversarial Networks



https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/277756/some-general-questions-on-generative-adversarial-networks



Manifold Learning through GAN ?



Goal of the Project 1. Find (learn) a meaningful manifold
2. FInd (learn) a mapping between the 
lowdimensional chart and the manifold


